Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Axillary lymph node status is one of the most important prognostic factors for breast cancer (Schiffman et al. [@CR36]; Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR46]; Yiangou et al. [@CR53]). Practice has changed from full dissection and/or radiation of the axilla (Fisher et al. [@CR15]) to the use of sentinel node biopsy (SNB) for many patients (Krag et al. [@CR26]). More recently the Z00011 trial (Giuliano et al. [@CR16]; Giuliano et al. [@CR17]; Caudle et al. [@CR6]) was conducted to determine the effects of completion axillary lymph node dissection (ALND) on overall survival in patients with sentinel lymph node (SLN) metastases treated with breast conservation and adjuvant therapy including radiotherapy.

In an era when ALND is performed selectively in patients with a high risk of nodal involvement, the accuracy of the surgical procedure assumes greater importance. There is still debate about what constitutes an adequate axillary dissection in terms of the total number of lymph nodes removed. The current American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) Staging System uses the number of positive LNs and classifies a patient with 1 to 3 positive nodes as having pN1 disease, 4 to 9 positive nodes as pN2 disease, and 10 or more nodes as pN3 (Singletary et al. [@CR37]; Rabban [@CR32]). However, the number of involved lymph nodes is also dependant on the total number of lymph nodes removed and examined, which in turn depends on surgical and pathologic procedures (Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR47]; Wang et al. [@CR51]). Although some studies noted that six nodes were the minimum number of nodes needed to adequately assess the axilla (Katz et al. [@CR23]), it is generally accepted that greater than 10 LNs are required (National Comprehensive Cancer Network [@CR30]). One study found that at least five and 10 nodes are required for node-negative and node-positive patients respectively (Fisher et al. [@CR14]).

Several studies have examined the notion of the LN ratio (LNR), defined as the number of positive LNs over the number of LNs removed, as a potential prognostic factor in breast cancer (Voordeckers et al. [@CR49]; Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR48]; van der Wal et al. [@CR44]; Truong et al. [@CR43]; Danko et al. [@CR11]). Some studies have demonstrated that the LNR was useful in estimating prognosis and should be considered in conjunction with the absolute number of positive lymph nodes in helping guide decisions for breast cancer management (Chagpar et al. [@CR7]; Chagpar et al. [@CR8]).

The extent of axillary dissection varies from centre to centre and country to country and of course, surgeon to surgeon and this has an impact on the risk of loco-regional recurrence and survival and even account for variations in the benefit of post-mastectomy radiation (Boyages & Langlands [@CR4]). An increasing dilemma for clinicians is whether to give patients with 1--3 N+ post-mastectomy radiation therapy, particularly if a patient has had an adequate axillary dissection. In other words, could the survival and loco-regional control benefit of radiation be simply due to under-staging and, does the recent Oxford meta-analysis really mean that every patient with 1--3 nodes positive require post-mastectomy radiation (Zhou et al. [@CR54]). Further, there is ongoing debate, not only about the use of radiation, but also the areas to be treated particularly with respect to the internal mammary chain (Vrana et al. [@CR50]).

When ≤ 10 nodes are removed, there is a greater probability that some patients with ≥ 4 positive nodes will be misclassified as having one to three positive nodes (Fisher et al. [@CR14]). In other words patients are potentially understaged. The median number of nodes dissected was 11 and 7, for Canadian (Ragaz et al. [@CR33]) and Danish (Overgaard et al. [@CR31]) studies respectively which first reported the potential benefit from post-mastectomy radiation. A previous study at our institution examined an average of 25 nodes per case (range, 8--54), and using strict anatomical criteria, the mean number of LN found in axillary level I, II and III were 8 (range, 2--43), 4 (range, 0--19) and 3 (range, 0--11) respectively (Chua et al. [@CR10]).

Several studies have identified that LNR, categorized as low risk (LNR = 0.01--0.20), intermediate risk (LNR = 0.21--0.65) and high risk (LNR \> 0.65), was better at predicting breast cancer specific mortality than pN staging as a way to account for the variability in the nodal count (the denominator), for various levels of dissection and number of positive lymph nodes (the numerator) (Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR47]; Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR48]; van der Wal et al. [@CR44]; Danko et al. [@CR11]; Chagpar et al. [@CR9]). In the current TNM classification system, nodal status is based on the absolute number of involved lymph nodes and does not take into account the total number of lymph nodes removed and assumes that all lymph node dissections are the same. Although TNM classification remains the basis of breast cancer staging, LNR may add important prognostic information. Such a ratio, which contains both information regarding the number of positive nodes as well as the denominator as a defacto measure of the adequacy of the dissection, may be superior to the current AJCC staging system in terms of predicting outcomes (Chagpar et al. [@CR9]).

Few studies have examined LNR in patients with varying total numbers of lymph nodes removed. The aim of this study was to examine whether the prognostic value of LNR depends on the number of nodes removed (\>5, \> 10 and \> 15) using data from a statewide population study involving 154 surgeons and 58 pathology practices in Australia's largest state.

Method {#Sec2}
======

Patient selection {#Sec3}
-----------------

The population studied included 848 consecutive patients with invasive breast cancer who had original histological reports and treated in New South Wales (NSW), Australia between 1 April 1995 and 30 September 1995. This was a population-based study collecting data from multiple treatment centers via a notification process involving a central cancer registry. Only patients who had treatment to their breast combined with axillary clearance surgery were included (n = 848).

A total of 154 surgeons performed surgery on 848 patients using 58 different pathology practices. There were 332 nodes positive patients, 515 node-negative and an unknown number of nodes examined (n = 1), (total including nodes negative is 848) during the six months period. Patterns of care to the breast in this cohort have been previously published (Boyages et al. [@CR5]). Patients with \< 6 nodes identified (n = 7) or node-negative breast cancer (n = 515) were excluded from the analysis.

The study, therefore included, three hundred and twenty five lymph node-positive cases with \> 5 nodes dissected, 262 with \> 10 nodes and 149 with \> 15 nodes in the analysis. All node-positive patients who had surgery to their breast and axillary clearance surgery with \> 5 nodes removed (34% had conservative treatment and 66% mastectomy) were included. One hundred and thirty six had radiation therapy (85% of breast conservation patients and 20% of mastectomy patients) and 181 had chemotherapy. The median number of axillary lymph nodes removed was 15 (range, 6--43). Sentinel node biopsy technique was not used at that time.

Data analysis {#Sec4}
-------------

The New South Wales (NSW) Central Cancer Registry (CCR) maintains a register of all cases of cancer diagnosed in NSW since the beginning of 1972. All cases of breast cancer not known to be dead by the NSW CCR were matched against the death records from the NSW Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages, enhanced by information obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Ten-year breast cancer survival data of the study group were provided by the NSW CCR. Follow-up time was calculated from the date of first treatment (surgery) to the date of last follow-up or death. The median follow-up was 10.3 years (interquartile range, 5.2--10.5 years).

The LNR was calculated as the total number of positive lymph nodes divided by the total number of lymph nodes found and examined (the denominator). The cohort was then divided into 3 groups based on established LNR cutoffs (Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR47]; Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR48]; van der Wal et al. [@CR44]; Danko et al. [@CR11]; Chagpar et al. [@CR9]). Accordingly, in this study, the LNR cutoffs were defined as low-risk, 0.01--0.20; intermediate-risk, 0.21-- 0.65; and high-risk, \>0.65. We examined the prognostic value of lymph node ratio (LNR) for patients with node-positive breast cancer with varying numbers of minimum nodes removed (\>5, \> 10 and \> 15 total node count). We also examined the impact of minimum number of lymph nodes removed (all patients, ≤10 or \>10 and ≤ 15 or \>15) to compare the performance of LNR as prognostic indicators.

Comparison of categories within a characteristic was carried out with the Pearson Chi-square test and, if any of the expected frequencies was less than five, the Fisher exact test was used. A preliminary univariate survival analysis was performed with the Kaplan-Meier method or Cox proportional hazard regression and groups were compared with the log-rank test. Significant or marginally significant predictors in the univariate analysis were included in the multivariate analysis. The independent prognostic effect of LNR was investigated using Cox proportional hazard regression, adjusting for pN stage, age (\<40, ≥ 40), pathological tumour size (≤20 mm, or \> 20 mm), histological grade (1, 2 or 3), ER status (negative or positive) and chemotherapy (no or yes). Radiation therapy (no or yes) and hormone therapy (no or yes) were not significant in univariate analysis. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics version 19, New York, USA). Survival plots were generated using SAS statistical software (version 9.3; SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Our study was approved by the NSW Population and Health Services Research Ethics Committee.

Results {#Sec5}
=======

The mean age of patients at diagnosis was 56 years (range, 25--91 years). The clinical and pathological characteristics of patients and treatment of patients are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Compared to patients with low-risk LNR, patients with intermediate- or high-risk LNR were more likely to have pathological tumour size over 20 mm (41% vs 67%, P \< 0.001), more likely to be grade 3 (54% high-risk vs 36% low-risk, P = 0.02), have pN2 (4-9 N+) disease (28.2% high-risk vs 2.7% low-risk, P \< 0.001) or pN3 (≥10 N+) 71.8% high-risk vs 13.1% intermediate-risk, P \< 0.001), radiation therapy (33% vs 54%, P = 0.001) and chemotherapy (50% vs \>60%, P = 0.007) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The relationship with other patient or tumour characteristics did not vary by LNR groups. In particular, LNR was not different by age at diagnosis. Similarly, distribution of ER and hormone therapy over the LNR groups was similar (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1**Clinicopathologic characteristics of 325 women with lymph node**-**positive breast cancer according to lymph node ratio (LNR)CharacteristicLymph node ratioLow-riskIntermediate-riskHigh-riskAll(≤0.20)(\>0.20 & ≤0.65)(\>0.65)(n = 187)(n = 99)(n = 39)(n = 325)P valueNo.(%)No.(%)No.(%)No.(%)**Age, yrs0.622\<402211.888.137.73310.2≥4016588.29191.93692.329289.8Tumour size, mm\<0.0010--2011058.83333.31333.315648.0\>207741.26666.72666.716952.0Histological grade0.0631(0.047)3016.088.1410.34212.927439.64040.4820.512237.536836.44343.42153.813240.6Unknown158.088.1615.4298.9ER status0.362Negative(0.869)158.077.125.1247.4Positive4825.71616.2717.97121.8Unknown12466.37676.83076.923070.8No. of nodes removed0.2496--103016.02626.3717.96319.411--156434.23535.41435.911334.8\>159349.73838.41846.214945.8pN stage\<0.001pN1 (1--3)18297.32828.300.021064.6pN2 (4--9)52.75858.61128.27422.8pN3 (≥10)00.01313.12871.84112.6Radiation therapy0.001No12566.84545.91846.218858.0Yes6233.25354.12153.813642.0Chemotherapy0.007No9250.33030.91539.513743.1Yes9149.76769.12360.518156.9Hormone therapy0.278No7942.23333.31333.312538.5Yes10857.86666.72666.720061.5P values are for comparison of categories of each variable by lymph node ratio using the Pearson chi-square test or the Fisher exact test. For characteristics with an unknown category the P values without unknown category are shown within parentheses. Patients with \> 5 nodes removed included in the table.Missing values: Radiation therapy = 1, Chemotherapy = 7.

At a median follow-up of 10.3 years, 37 of 187 patients (19.8%) with low-risk LNR have died of breast cancer compared to 46 of 99 (46.5%) with intermediate-risk and 23 of 39 (59.0%) with high-risk LNR (P \< 0.001). Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows two scenarios using a denominator of 10 or 15 nodes identified in the final pathology report. Although for patients with 1--3 nodes positive, increasing LNR was associated with increasing mortality when ≤ 10 (low-risk: 16.7%; intermediate risk: 41.2%) or \>10 nodes were removed (low-risk: 19.7%; intermediate risk: 45.5%), LNR lost its significance (low risk: 15.9% and no other risk categories) when more than 15 nodes were dissected. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a shows, that for patients with pN1 (1-3 N+) disease, patients with more than 15 nodes dissected had a 10-year breast cancer-specific survival of 84% compared to 71% when up to 15 nodes were dissected (p = 0.035). Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b shows the corresponding 10-year breast cancer specific survival rates for all possible combinations of LNR for patients with pN1 (1-3 N+). The best 10-year breast cancer specific survival rate was 84% for a low LNR and high nodal denominator (\>15 nodes identified). In contrast, for pN1 patients with up to 15 nodes dissected and a low LNR the 10-year survival rate was 76% but dropped to 55% for an intermediate LNR (p = 0.024). There were no patients with a high LNR in the pN1 subgroup.Table 2**Percentage of breast cancer deaths by LNR and pN stage for varying total numbers of nodes removedpN stageNodes removedNumber of deaths/total (%) for LNRLow-riskIntermediate-riskHigh-riskAll(≤0.20)(\>0.20 & ≤0.65)(\>0.65)*Nodes removed*** **≤** ***10 and*** **\>** ***10***pN1 (1--3)≤105/30 (16.7)7/17 (41.2)\*12/47 (25.5)\>1030/152 (19.7)5/11 (45.5)\*35/163 (21.5)pN2 (4--9)≤ 10\*2/9 (22.2)3/7 (42.9)5/16 (31.3)\> 102/5 (40.0)24/49 (49.0)2/4 (50.0)28/58 (48.3)pN3 (≥10)≤10\*\*\*\*\>10\*8/13 (61.5)18/28 (64.3)26/41 (63.4)***Nodes removed*** **≤** ***15 and*** **\>** ***15***pN1 (1--3)≤1521/94 (22.3)12/28 (42.9)\*33/122 (27.0)\>1514/88 (15.9)\*\*14/88 (15.9)pN2 (4--9)≤ 15\*15/33 (45.5)5/11 (45.5)20/44 (45.5)\> 152/5 (40.0)11/25 (44.0)\*13/30 (43.3)pN3 (≥10)≤15\*\*5/10 (50.0)5/10 (50.0)\>15\*8/13 (61.5)13/18 (72.2)21/31 (67.7)\*no cases from this category.Figure 1**Kaplan-Meier breast cancer specific survival estimates according to the number of nodes removed. (a)** shows overall survival for pN1 (1--3) stage. Numbers in parentheses indicate total number and number at risk. **(b)** shows overall survival for pN1 (1--3) stage by LNR. Numbers in parentheses indicate total number and number at risk. There were no cases from high risk LNR for ≤ 15 nodes removed. All cases for pN1 stage were low-risk LNR for \> 15 nodes removed. P values are from the log rank-test with intermediate LNR as the reference.

For patients with 10 or more positive nodes (pN3) mortality was over 60% irrespective of LNR in a clinical setting where most oncologists would advise post-mastectomy RT. For pN2 disease (4--9 nodes positive), LNR only made a difference in the setting where ≤ 10 nodes were dissected again implying that if the denominator increased to 15 or more, more patients would have had disease that would have been pN3 (≥10 N+) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

We also analyzed LNR by number of nodes dissected (all patients or ≤ 15 or \>15) (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Although increasing LNR was a predictor of breast cancer mortality for all patients by univariate or multivariate analysis, it once again lost its significance when more than 15 nodes were identified (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). In a multivariate analysis the relative risk of death (RR) decreased from 2.20 to 1.05 for intermediate-risk LNR and from 3.07 to 2.64 for high-risk while P values increased from 0.027 to 0.957 for intermediate-risk LNR and 0.018 to 0.322 for high-risk with the number of nodes removed increasing from \> 5 to \> 15.Table 3**Results of univariate and multivariate survival analysis at 10-year follow upAll patients (n = 318)lymph nodes removed ≤15 (n = 172)lymph nodes removed \> 15 (n = 146)Univariate cox regression analysisMultivariate cox regression analysisMultivariate analysis cox regression analysisMultivariate analysis cox regression analysisFactorRR (95% CI)PRR (95% CI)PNo.RR (95% CI)PNo.RR (95% CI)P**LNR≤0.201.001.00921.00931\>0.2--0.652.91 (1.90--4.47)\<.0012.20 (1.09--4.41)0*.*027591.94 (0.91--4.12)0*.*085381.05 (0.20--5.54)0*.*957\>0.654.31 (2.56--7.25)\<.0013.07 (1.21--7.80)0*.*018212.03 (0.56--7.33)0*.*282182.64 (0.39--18.04)0*.*322pN stagepN1 (1--3)1.001.001181.00881pN2 (4--9)2.52 (1.62--3.91)\<.0011.28 (0.63--2.60)0.500441.15 (0.51--2.60)0.745304.31 (0.88--21.20)0.073pN3 (≥10)3.85 (2.38--6.21)\<.0011.31 (0.56--3.08)0.533101.03 (0.23--4.64)0.970315.03 (0.86--29.45)0.073Age at diagnosis\<401.68 (0.99--2.86)0.0561.82 (1.03--3.22)0.038151.49 (0.61--3.66)0.384183.43 (1.53--7.69)0.003≥401.001.001571.001311.00Tumour size, mm1--201.001.00831.00721.00\>202.25 (1.51--3.37)\<.0011.52 (0.99--2.35)0.058891.95 (1.08--3.51)0.027770.76 (0.35--1.64)0.487Histological grade11.001.00221.00201.0022.16 (0.97--4.83)0.0601.84 (0.81--4.18)0.143582.18 (0.63--7.60)0.221621.79 (0.57--5.60)0.31833.21 (1.46--7.05)0.0042.21 (0.98--4.95)0.055773.73 (1.13--12.32)0.031531.40 (0.42--4.60)0.584Unknown1.35 (0.45--4.02)0.5901.03 (0.34--3.11)0.958151.51 (0.30--7.60)0.619140.73 (0.15--3.69)0.706ERNegative1.001.00111.00131.00Positive0.37 (0.18--0.77)0.0080.49 (0.23--1.06)0.071360.59 (0.19--1.87)0.367350.20 (0.06--0.65)0.007Unknown0.59 (0.32--1.09)0.0910.60 (0.32--1.13)0.1151250.76 (0.29--1.95)0.5621010.26 (0.10--0.66)0.005ChemotherapyNo1.001.00961.00611.00Yes1.58 (1.05--2.37)0.0281.04 (0.67--1.61)0.860761.24 (0.69--2.22)0.480850.61 (0.29--1.30)0.202RR: Relative risk of dying; 95% CI: 95% confidence interval of relative risk.P value is for comparison of each category with the reference category.Number in each category is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Seven missing values for chemotherapy.Radiation therapy (P = 0.587) and hormone therapy (P = 0.762) are not significant in univariate analysis and not included in multivariate analysis.

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

LNR has been widely demonstrated to be a useful alternative to predict survival in many cancers including lung cancer (Matsuguma et al. [@CR28]; Jonnalagadda et al. [@CR22]), colon cancer (Greenberg et al. [@CR18]; Berger et al. [@CR3]), pancreas (Berger et al. [@CR2]), bladder (Herr [@CR19]), gastric cancer (Tong et al. [@CR40]; Hong et al. [@CR20]) and particular breast cancer (Schiffman et al. [@CR36]; Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR47]; Danko et al. [@CR11]; Chagpar et al. [@CR9]). In contrast to many other studies, we found that LNR was not important if an adequate axillary dissection was performed. We hypothesise that LNR is a problem of the denominator. When patients with breast cancer have a nodal dissection identifying more than 15 nodes, LNR loses its significance.

Woodward et al. ([@CR52]) conducted a systematic review based on 24 studies published from 1994 to 2005 totaling 32,299 patients supporting the greater prognostic value of LNR compared to number of involved nodes. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the prognostic value of LNR for more recent studies published since 2008 and these studies again confirmed the superiority of LNR (Schiffman et al. [@CR36]; Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR47]; Danko et al. [@CR11]; Chagpar et al. [@CR9]; Saxena et al. [@CR34]; Truong et al. [@CR42]; Li et al. [@CR27]; Duraker et al. [@CR13]; Dings et al. [@CR12]). However, in these studies all patients were included in the analysis and the denominator of LNR (number of nodes removed) starting from one node found leading to high LNR's when the denominator was low and reduced survival simply because of under-staging of the axilla. Similar to our study all of these studies but one examined the prognostic value of LNR after adjustment for pN stage. We found that LNR was no longer significant when the denominator was \>10 (Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) and particularly when \>15 nodes were identified (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Table 4**Recent studies (2008--2013) of ratios of involved nodes in breast cancerStudyYearsNo. of patientsSelection of patients\*LNR cut-off or groupsFollow-up periodOutcome and Prognostic role of LNR in multivariate analysisNodes removed median (range)Population/Institution study**Truong et al. [@CR42]1988--19974571T~1~--T~2~≤0.25,14 yearsBCCS and OS significant15 (1--50)PopulationNode-positive\>0.25Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR47]1980-20041829T~1~--T~3~1. LNR, continuous.10 yearsBCSS significant for continuous and categorical LNR14 (1--X)PopulationNode-positive2. ≤0.20,0.21-0.65, \>0.65Danko et al. [@CR11]1985-20051788T~1~--T~3~≤0.20,0.21-0.65, \>0.6510 yearsDFS and OS significant17 (1--57)InstitutionNode-positiveSchiffman et al. [@CR36]1996-2007556T~1~--T~3~≤0.20,0.21-0.65, \>0.655 yearsDFS and OS significant3 (1--52)PopulationNode-positiveChagpar et al. [@CR9]1956-1982319T~1~--T~3~≤0.20,0.21-0.65, \>0.6540 yearsOS significant13 (1--48)InstitutionNode-positiveLi et al. [@CR27]1998-2000127T1--T4LNR, continuous.10.9 yearsOS significantXInstitutionNode-positiveSaxena et al. [@CR34]1990-20071589T1--T3≤ .20,0.21-0.65, \>0.655 yearsOS significant15 (1--X)InstitutionNode-positiveDuraker et al. [@CR13]1993--20022151T1--T3≤ .20,0.21-0.65, \>0.657 yearsDFS significant14 (1--46)InstitutionNode-positiveDings et al. [@CR12]1999-200525315T1--T3≤ .20,0.21-0.65, \>0.6510 yearsOS significant14 (1--90)PopulationNode-positiveCurrent series1995325T~1~--T~3~≤0.20,0.21-0.65, \>0.6510 years1. BCSS not significant if \> 15 nodes removed.15 (6--43)PopulationNode-positive2. BCSS significant for all patients.Notes: \*Node-positive patients were considered if possible.BCSS-breast cancer specific survival. DFS-disease-free survival.OS-overall survival from any cause or cause not mentioned. X--unknown.

The likelihood of finding positive nodes in the axilla increases with the number of nodes removed, similarly the likelihood of having residual disease in the axilla decreases with more extensive dissection (Krag & Single [@CR25]; McMasters [@CR29]). In this study, LNR appeared to be important only for patients who had \<10 nodes identified by the pathologist after an axillary dissection. Once the level of dissection of the axilla increased to 10 or more nodes and particularly more than 15 nodes, LNR was not significant in a multivariate analysis.

The study demonstrates that the LNR predicted survival more accurately than pN stage for all patients and when both ≤ 15 or \> 15 nodes removed were included in the analysis (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) consistent with other studies in which all patients with varying node counts were included in the analysis (Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR47]; Voordeckers et al. [@CR49]; Truong et al. [@CR41]; Ahn et al. [@CR1]). In our series, almost half of our patients (45.9%) had a denominator of \>15 nodes removed. In a large study from the Netherlands, 37.4% of patients had \> 15 nodes removed (Dings et al. [@CR12]). In a multivariate analysis relative risk of dying (RR) increased from 1.28 to 4.31 for pN2 (4-9 N+) and from 1.31 to 5.03 for pN3 (≥10 N+) and P values decreased from 0.5 to 0.073 for pN2 and 0.53 to 0.073 for pN3 with the number of nodes removed increasing from \> 5 to \> 15 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

It is likely that some patients from the intermediate-risk LNR were understaged as pN1 stage as a result of the small number of nodes removed (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Further, this conclusion is supported by the number of positive nodes in the intermediate-risk LNR (median = 3, range, 2--3) for groups where ≤ 10 or ≤ 15 nodes removed. When ≤ 15 nodes are removed, there is a greater probability that some patients with ≥ 4 positive nodes will be misclassified as having one to three positive nodes. This is in contrast to those patients where \> 15 nodes are removed where all pN1 patients were from the low-risk LNR.

Most studies of LNR in breast cancer are single-institution studies that create their own LNR groupings based on their institution's data (Katz et al. [@CR23]; Voordeckers et al. [@CR49]; van der Wal et al. [@CR44]). The number of lymph nodes removed and examined is highly dependent on surgical technique and expertise, the institution's protocol for identifying lymph nodes and the pathologists' experience (Schaapveld et al. [@CR35]). Our study is one of the few population based studies that examined the LNR risk categories established by previous studies (Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR47]; Vinh-Hung et al. [@CR48]; van der Wal et al. [@CR44]; Danko et al. [@CR11]; Chagpar et al. [@CR9]) and involved a large number of surgeons with varying expertise in performing axillary clearance. The duration of follow-up in our study is longer than that in many other studies (median = 10.3 years), which increases the ability to assess the prognostic value of the variables being investigated. Other advantages of our study are the larger median number of nodes removed (n = 15) and accurate follow up data with breast cancer specific survival based on information received from a centralised cancer registry which included information on cause of death.

Some authors argue that the additional information from performance of completion ALND after positive SLN biopsy may benefit patients by guiding decisions about adjuvant chemotherapy. For the approximately one-half of patients in whom there is residual nodal disease, it is also argued that complete ALND can influence survival via local-regional control of the axilla, thereby eliminating a potential site of recurrent disease and, ultimately, a source for distant disease (Straver et al. [@CR39]; Kothari et al. [@CR24]; Sosa et al. [@CR38]). The standard of care for breast cancer patients with sentinel lymph node (SLN) metastases includes complete ALND (Van Zee et al. [@CR45]). The Z-0011 trial has advocated that ALND is not necessary if \< 3 nodes are involved (Giuliano et al. [@CR16]). Giuliano et al. ([@CR17]) summarized total nodal involvement in ALND and SLND alone groups, 21.0% of patients undergoing ALND had 3 or more involved nodes compared with 3.7% undergoing SLND alone (Giuliano et al. [@CR17]). Completion ALND quantifies total nodal burden, defines prognosis and can determine adjuvant treatments in addition to maximising local disease control (Kothari et al. [@CR24]). However, the Z-0011 data has questioned the need for completion ALND for early node-positive breast cancer treated with conservation, RT and optimal systemic therapy. Thus our data, need to be placed into context of changes in recent strategy particularly for older patients with smaller primary tumors and low sentinel node positivity particularly for luminal A tumors where RT to the axilla is also given (Jagsi et al. [@CR21]). However, for patients with macroscopic nodal metastases in several nodes following an axillary dissection who have more than 15 nodes dissected, the oncologist can be satisfied that prognosis, selection of adjuvant chemotherapy and radiotherapy fields can be based on the numerator of the positive nodes. When patients have low node denominators and higher numerators, our data suggests that LNR is important and treatment selection may need to be intensified to take into account potential understaging of the axilla.
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